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BACKGROUND

In recent months, Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) has rapidly spread to the globe, and by July 16, 2020, it has led to more than 13.4 million confirmed cases and over 0.5 million deaths (1). The pandemic has imposed enormous pressure on the healthcare system. The proportion of severe cases was estimated to be 18.5% (38.9% for health care workers) by February 11, 2020 in China (2). Based on COVID-19 severity, Zhang et al. simulated the demand for medical resources in different scenarios (3) and found that the lack of an effective pandemic response could overwhelm the healthcare system and result in deterioration in the quality of healthcare services, in overstretching frontline healthcare workers, and in a high mortality rate. Therefore, healthcare systems in countries with limited medical resources and a severe pandemic are facing greater challenges. Indeed, the lack of preparedness was observed especially in the early stage of the COVID-19 pandemic, causing a surge in the number of infected cases and highlighting the importance of the pandemic response. Furthermore, clusters of cases were reported in various places and activities when effective pandemic response measures had not been developed. For example, 7 people were infected by the same confirmed case on a 2-hour bus ride (4) where no one wore a mask. Pung et al. investigated 3 clusters in Singapore and found that the clusters were related to either visits to shops/churches or participation in closed-door business meetings without maintaining a proper social distance (5). The cases illustrate the high risk that infections pose to economic and social activities and emphasize the importance of implementing necessary pandemic response measures during COVID-19.

An important prerequisite of reopening and recovery is adequate pandemic control capacity. Since COVID-19 pandemic risk worldwide might persist in the near future, pandemic management strategies should be based on balancing economic losses due to strict restrictions and health losses due to reopening and recovery.

RATIONALE AND EVIDENCE

The COVID-19 pandemic has had far-reaching impacts on the economy and society beyond the spread of the virus. The first quarter GDP of some countries contracted by 4.8%–6.8% (6–7). The Asian Development Bank estimated that the collective impact of the COVID-19 crisis on the global economy will be between $77–$347 billion (8). The International Labour Organization (ILO) of the United Nations (UN) expected a loss of working hours equivalent to 195 million full-time workers globally in the second quarter of 2020, making many workers face a loss of income and deep poverty (9). The decrease in income will in turn harm health of the workers in the future. In addition, persistent unemployment might lead to illness, marital strife, crime, and even suicide.

As of April 22, COVID-19 has caused infections in at least 48 meatpacking plants and led to the closures of at least 17 facilities and triggering concerns about national meat supply in the United States (10). Although social distancing practices could effectively interrupt the transmission of COVID-19, they also put some countries and regions in a lockdown. In Turkey, the manufacturing industry has functioned far below its capacity because of COVID-19 (11). This lockdown in many countries and regions around the globe has become the worst recession since the Great Depression and the Global Financial Crisis (12). This period, also called the Great Lockdown, gave rise to racial discrimination, theft, violence, and other negative actions that disrupt the normal order of society, and even trigger diplomatic disputes. In countries where the spread of the pandemic was basically interrupted by strict isolation strategies and non-pharmaceutical measures, huge economic losses and impacts on production and life were observed. In the least developed countries, the socioeconomic
impacts further deteriorated poor health care infrastructure and drained limited resources to fight the crisis. Unfortunately, continued or intermittent social distancing may be extended to 2022 without other interventions (13). Therefore, there is an urgent need for reopening the economy under appropriate protective measures.

Lifting COVID-19 restrictions inappropriately may expose the public to a high risk of infection. Even though Republic of Korea gradually lifted restrictions following weeks of social distancing measures and careful surveillance, new clusters of 119 total cases were linked to nightclubs in Seoul in May 2020 (14). Due to the differences in the time of onset of COVID-19, pandemic responses, socioeconomic development levels, population density, public awareness, and environmental conditions, different countries and regions might be at different stages of the pandemic. A uniform approach could hardly meet the need for the recovery under the diverse conditions and pandemic stages, and may further hinder the economic and social recovery. Therefore, a region-specific, multilevel targeted risk management approach is proposed here to harmonize pandemic response with economic and social recovery amid the COVID-19 pandemic.

**RISK-BASED PANDEMIC MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES FOR ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL RECOVERY**

In order to prepare for economic and social reopening and recovery, a pandemic management strategy based on risk levels of individual regions or countries is proposed in Table 1. The local classification of risk levels should be based on a comprehensive consideration of confirmed cases, deaths, population density, climate conditions, and other factors that would provide rationality for risk-level classification. The risk-based pandemic management strategy recommended in this study was based on the risk adjusted pandemic response established by the National Health Commission of China because the curve of cumulative cases has been flattened since March in China without any sign of rebound, which implies that this strategy is effective in controlling the COVID-19 pandemic. However, it should be pointed out that it is difficult to apply one strategy to all countries and regions because of the significant differences in politics, economy, culture, health, and social management among countries. Therefore, reopening plans and pandemic response in other countries such as the United States, Republic of Korea, Singapore, etc. were also referred to improve the applicability of the management strategy. This study emphasized that the risk level plays an important role when countries formulate local strategies in order to harmonize the COVID-19 pandemic response with economic and social recovery. Under this principle, the specific situation of different countries and regions must be considered to explore differentiated strategies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Level</th>
<th>Required Conditions for Each Risk Level</th>
<th>Risk Management Strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>COVID-19 cases continuously decreasing for 14 consecutive days. Adequate hospital capacity and medical resource supply.</td>
<td>Prevent the spread of COVID-19 from external sources and resume work and normal life as soon as possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Growth of the number of new cases slows without evidence of a rebound.</td>
<td>Prevent the spread of COVID-19 from both external and internal sources with precautions. Orderly and conditionally resume work and normal life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>No downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases reported within 14 days or rebound reported.</td>
<td>Resumption is not recommended.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1. Region-specific risk levels and management strategies during COVID-19 pandemic.

Reopening the economy strategically amid the pandemic is to mitigate the economic crisis caused by COVID-19. Priority should be given to essential industries such as medical supplies, energy, food, and emergency responses. The resumption of lower priority work could be appropriately delayed, particularly in high-risk regions. In most countries, tourist-dependent industries and retailers have been hit particularly hard by COVID-19. However, the pandemic is also an opportunity for emerging industries, such as telehealth and telemedicine, big data analytics, and mobile robotics, all of which have been showing strong growth potential.

Fiscal, monetary, and financial policies should be updated. They are supposed to support demand, incentivize firm hiring, and improve balance sheets to aid the recovery. Coordinated fiscal stimuli across countries with fiscal space would magnify the benefits.
Moratoria on debt repayments and debt restructuring may need to continue during the recovery phase. In areas with a high poverty level, the coordination of national tax policies should be improved and economic growth should be boosted to strengthen national health systems. Budget-constrained countries and regions could seek help from international financing facilities. Existing monetary arrangements and financial-sector regulations that hamper external competitiveness should be reformed to enable exchange-rate flexibility. Comprehensive new debt-relief schemes could be considered with good governance.

It is necessary to implement the employment priority policy and adjust the policy intensity according to employment situations. Employees in low-risk areas should be encouraged to return to work. Accordingly, employers should be encouraged to consider point-to-point transit services to reduce the infection risk in the public transportation systems. It should be pointed out that flexible employment through multiple channels favors the economy reopening. For unemployed people, online registration of unemployment and application for unemployment insurance are recommended to meet a basic living standard.

**LIFTING COVID-19 RESTRICTIONS CONDITIONALLY**

To coordinate with the conditional reopening of the economy, relevant COVID-19 restrictions should be lifted gradually. According to evolving risk levels, differentiated precautions should be taken based on local conditions. Some necessary living services and outdoor public places should remain operating or open during the pandemic in order to satisfy basic living requirements. In low-risk areas, these places could gradually resume normal operations, though it should not be allowed in medium-risk areas until effective measures have been carried out to clean and disinfect the environment, monitor population health, limit population density, and reduce gatherings. Loosening restrictions will accelerate the flow of people. It is recommended to ensure a seamless and hermetic process for managing the quarantine and monitoring travelers particularly from high-risk areas in addition to strict management and supervision measures in public transportation stations and vehicles. Meanwhile, governments should protect agricultural production regardless of risk level. Since farmlands basically belong to open areas with ideal ventilation, inapplicable restrictions could be eliminated to ensure agricultural production and adequate food supply.

**DEVELOPING COMPREHENSIVE RECOVERY STRATEGIES**

In order to provide support for lifting restrictions and reopening the economy, it is critical to develop comprehensive recovery strategies for the mitigation, containment, and control of COVID-19. Different strategies have already been adopted by different countries and regions, such as testing, tracing, and supported isolation (TTSI) adopted by the US, adaptive triggering strategy used by the UK, and the risk-adjusted strategy adopted by the WHO Western Pacific Region. Early detection, early reporting, early isolation, and early treatment are recommended to control infection sources and interrupt the transmission route. In low-risk areas, normal health care services, such as outpatient care, emergency clinic, hospitalization, and surgery, should be fully resumed. In medium-risk areas, they should be resumed in an orderly manner while taking necessary precaution measures. In high-risk areas, hospital capacity should be surged and health institutions should also focus on research and development of effective drug and vaccines. Compliance with strict preventive measures should be improved especially for vulnerable groups. Psychological services should also be provided for patients, family members of patients or deceased patients, and frontline health care workers to protect mental health and further promote social harmony and stability.

The COVID-19 pandemic may go far beyond an economic and social crisis and may become a health equity crisis. The failures in health equity may lead to long-term existence of COVID-19 in communities. Thus, priority should be given to marginalized and vulnerable groups including children, older adults, refugees and migrants, poorer people, people with disabilities, people in detention, minorities, and lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and intersex (LGBTI) people. These groups are more likely to be exposed to risks, more vulnerable to COVID-19 infection, and less likely to have the access to health care services and protective equipment. To cope with health inequity issues, inter-/intra-cooperation is encouraged to balance health resources in different countries and regions. In addition, the lack of community capacity and mobilization in the deprived
regions may be another key bottleneck to provide timely assistance to patients and their families (15).

**DISCUSSION**

Whether COVID-19 can be controlled or not is determined by the weakest health system and the most vulnerable groups in this interconnected world. In addition, different countries and regions are at various stages of the pandemic. Thus, a region-specific and multi-level targeted risk management approach should be emphasized while inter-/intra-national cooperation should be encouraged to formulate pandemic responses and accelerate the development of drugs and vaccines. With the occurrence of emerging infectious diseases, health concerns have become strategic issues related to national security. As the authorities dealing with health issues, health departments are suggested to provide technical support in coordinating with other relevant departments such as the market supervising departments, civil affairs departments, and agriculture departments. The implementation of a national strategy must be adjusted to satisfy local needs while local governments are recommended to develop flexible strategies harmonizing pandemic responses with social and economic recovery. Last but not least, although mortality rate of the youth is relatively low and the proportion of the asymptomatic cases is relatively high, infectious cases will indirectly increase the health risks to older adults. Therefore, compliance improvements across society is necessary to ensure the implementation of personal precautions during the pandemic.
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